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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Hello. And welcome to Arts and Africa. My name is Alex Tetteh-Lartey
stay with me for the next fifteen minutes for news and views from the world 
of the creative arts. 

TAPE 

EXTRACT - MUSIC TABULE THEATRE COMPANY 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The sound of the Tabule Theatre Company rehearsing one of the many 
songs in a production which they're taking on tour round Europe. It's 
called Boboh Lef,., which translated means little boy; it I s a powerful and 
tense story of one boy's confrontation with the adult world. Packed 
with music and dance Boboh Lef is a play with no solutions and no 
compromises. The hero, Anajo, is full of youthful arrogance, his elders 
set in their ways, their help isn't the kind of help he wants. In this 
context an attempt by a Christian pastor and his congregation to save 
Anajo's soul cannot succeed. 

TAPE 

EXTRACT - "BOBOH LEF" 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The hero, Anajo, rejecting there a self-righteous but well-meaning 
offer of help from the Christian community. 

The man who conceived of and wrote Boboh Lef, back in 1978, is 
Raymond De Souza George. He also takes part in current production. 
Fiona Ledger spke to him during rehearsals. He explained how he got the 
idea for the main character, Ananjo. 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

Well I set out to write a song called "Boboh J..,ef". After writing the 
song then I decided that it was something to build around. So I started 
thinking up character names. And this is one which appealed to me while 
I was in college. We had a friend who usually teased people and we 
called him Ananjo. So I used that to denote the stubborn character in 
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RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

the play, the youth. The story is basically one of youth in a society 
which is full of confusion. Unfortunately fo r the chap himself, he's 

.... ,· . __ . - __ !.... ., 

very stubborn and he puts himse lf against the society which is unrelenting 
in its pursuit to destroy the youth. 

FIONA LEDGER 

When you were writing the play, were you writing about growing up 
or are you writing an attack on society? 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

Well it was more or less the two- combined. You see I sympathise with 
the youth growing up in society which hasn 't much guidance itself so it 
cannot of f ·er anything to the youth. And I was criticising the society 
at the same time. 

FIONA LEDGER 

Jut do you think Ananjo is,in fact, naive, that what he is trying to 
do is impossible? He's fighting a battle that he can't win. 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

Well somehow he is, to a great extent, naive because he has somebody 
like Beybi-Jo who had already gone through life in an identical way. 

FIONA LEDGER 

He's a sort of teacher? 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

Yes. He was more or less a guide. 

FIONA LEDGER 

But do you have sympathy with Ananjo or do you think he's just 
arrogant? 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

I think I sympathise with him . He may be arrogant but I think I 
would put that down to youthful indiscretion. 

FIONA LEDGER 

Well we've listened to a scene in which Ananjo comes into a sor t of 
confrontation with a pastor and his followers. The pastor seemed to me 
rather c old and rather a pompous kind of man . 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

Well actually he's not being sympathetic. I think he's just being 
the school master type of pastor . This is the way you should do certain 
things and it must be done t hat way otherwise you suffer the penalty . 
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FIONA LEDGER 

Where do you think Ananjo, if we can theorise for a moment, where do 
you think Ananjo can find his guide, his mentor? 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

Well I think he should have relied on his parents. But even they 
were not strong enough when put against the background of the society 
because they did their bit but this stubborn streak in Ananjo is more or 
less the flaw which will press him towards his doom. 

FIONA LEDGER 

He never realises a proper relationship with his parents and when they 
are dead by the end of the play aren't they? 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

Yes. Well he's the cause of the death of his parents because of his 
waywardness, and the fact that the father and mother grew disappointed 
about their only son because in African tradition, for one to have a son 
is a sign of future investment. Because then you are sure that there is a 
man in the house and there is somebody to look up to. But with Ananjo not 
displaying any kind of prospect for the future, they were definitely 
disappointed. 

FIONA LEDGER 

Now as I'm speaking to you, you're wearing a rather splendid grass 
skirt. You are acting in the play yourself .. Do you always do this? 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

Well invariably I have done so. I am basically one who is interested 
in acting and all along, except for two or three productions the Tabuie 
have. done, I have been in the cast. 

FIONA LEDGER 

What are you playing in this play? 

RAYMOND DE SOUZA GEORGE 

I am Ojobohy a music man. More or less the one who controls the 
music in the play. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Raymond De Souza George, talking there to Fiona ledger. 

The technique behind any work of art can be slow and complicated, even 
if the impact of the finished product is fresh, immediate and direct. 
Dan Sekanwagi is a Ugandan artist whose pictures are the result of 
painstaking care; to make one of his large paintings on cloth, he needs a 
lot of time. He explained to Fiona how he created subtle shades and bold 
dark outlines which are so distinctive in his paintings. 
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DAN SEKANWAGI 

Well I start by drawing out what I would call a design. 

FIONA LEDGER 

Onto cloth? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

No, on paper. What I am drawing is the dark black line you're talking 
about now and usually all walls are filled with blank papers. 

FIONA LEDGER 

Oh so you put a blank piece of paper •.. 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

.•. all over the walls. And when I decide on something to draw I 
just come straight onto any of the papers and start drawing on it. 

FIONA LEDGER 

So how then do you transfer your sketch or design from the pieces of 
paper on the wall onto the cloth? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

This is when the tables come in. I take it off the wall and u s e 
carbon papers to transfer that drawing from the paper to the cloth. 

FIONA LEDGER 

So you try to get an exact reproduction onto the cloth from the paper? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

Well it is not trying to, I do. I just trace what I have designed. 

FIONA LEDGER 

And then what's the next stage? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

As you've seen, the pictures have got some white patches in them. 

FIONA LEDGER 

Plain cloth, that's what theylook like to me. 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

Yes that is the colour of the cloth. So that is the first stage. I 
use wax and dyes. But I wax first to block out all the parts that I want 
to remain white. Then after that I start painting on the dyes like I'm 
using oil paint or water paint. 
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FIONA LEDGER 

Your medium then is dye? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

Yes I use dyes. 

FIONA LEDGER 

It's not any kind of paint. 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

No, no I use dyes. 

FIONA LEDGER 

So you're getting that incredible gradation of colour from dark to 
light that is present in all your works of art. You're using that with 
just a brush dipped into dye? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

Yes, various brushes. They actually force the dye into the cloth. 
This is not just a thin ~iece of cloth. It is somewhere between canvas 
and cotton cloth. 

ALEX TET~EH-LARTEY 

Dan Sekanwagi's technique might be novel, but the themes in his work 
are ancient. He derives his inspiration from the tales and beliefs which 
he learnt about as a child in Uganda. 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

I'm a traditionalist to start with. I love culture. 

FIONA LEDGER 

And you want to reflect that in your work? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

Yes that's why I go with the rhythmatic drawing of lines~ you know 
flowing about, trying to present some kind of a song or something of that 
kind. 

FIONA LEDGER 

There's one very striking work with a skeleton representing death, I 
imagine, the reaper holding his scythe; Does that come from local 
tradition? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

Yes. That is a very, very famous story. Everybody from my place 
know about it. So that is one of the pictures they would really recognise 
as soon as they come into the exhibition hall. They'd say "Oh this is 
Njabala". 
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FIONA LEDGER 

What is the story, tell me? 
; 

' DAN SEKANWAGI 

Well Njabala is the name of a girl . This girl was a very lazy one. 
She was a very spoilt child, her mother over cherished her, her mother 
•.•1ouldn ' t let her do · anything, you know she would do everything. She'd say 
"Oh my child, don 1 t do this, don't do that". In Africa, especially where 
this story comes from, women usually do the home work, the house work and the 
bedding working and the man do the hunting work or whatever. But Njabala ' s 
mother didn't train her to be like that. So when she dies Njabala by the 
way was a beautiful girl, she got one of these real hardworking men to 
marry her and there she was somebody's wife, a hardworking guy and Njabala 
was a very lazy wife. So h~r husband was so disappointed to come home and 
find the house as he left it, the garden untouched, you know, everything 
looking untidy. So he kind of was patient but he became quite harsh with 
her, he would keep on beating her all the time. Some I!len can really beat 
their wive s if they want, it's part of the culture I suppose. So this 
girl used to· get punished by her husband al 1 the time so she used to cry 
to the ghost of her dead motherwcome and help her do the work which she 
hadn't taught her. to do . The ghost of the dead mother would come up and tel · 
her how to dig, how to keep the house clean, all that . 

FIONA LEDGER 

I thought it was death itself when I saw it but that is in fact the 
girl's mother? 

DAN SEKANWAGI 

Yes actually the story was to teach mothers not to ov~r cherish their 
children and children not to let their parents over cherish them. They 
should have self control and work hard for their living. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Dan Sekanwagi looking back in time. 

That brings us to the ends of this week's programme. But I'll be 
back next week, so join me then. This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying 
goodbye. 

TAPE 
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